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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

When in Doubt, Report
Physicians occupy a unique position
at the intersection of patient privacy and
public safety. In the wake of the school
shooting in Florida, we should all reflect
on our duties under the law and how
physicians may advise patients who bring
difficult situations to their attention.
Oregon has an array of options and
duties regarding abusive or otherwise
dangerous situations.
The newest tool to prevent gun
violence is the Extreme Risk Protection
Order (ERPO). The ERPO statute came
into effect on January 1. It allows a
family or household member, intimate
partner, or law enforcement official
to request that a court issue an order
removing firearms from the possession
of a subject who demonstrates a risk to
themselves or another person. The court
may issue this order ex parte (without
notice to the subject), but must also hold
a hearing relatively quickly if the subject
requests one. ERPOs give families and
law enforcement personnel the ability
to reduce the lethality of potentially
violent encounters without the “stay
away” provisions of a domestic violence
restraining order or a permanent impact
on the rights of the person involved.
Stalking and domestic violence
restraining orders (ROs) provide tools
to keep people with a demonstrated
potential for violence away from
potential victims. Domestic violence ROs
protect people from family members
of those with whom they have or have
had an intimate relationship when the
subject has injured, threatened to injure,
attempted to injure, or sexually abused
the petitioner on at least one occasion.
Stalking orders do not require a
relationship, but require that the subject
have engaged in repeated and unwanted
contact that reasonably alarms the
victim regarding the safety of the victim

or victim’s family. Both of these orders
require the subject to stay a distance
away from the victim and to cease all
contact with the victim. The police enter
these orders into the Law Enforcement
Data System (LEDS), which alerts them
when someone makes a call about contact
with the subject. ERPOs and ROs provide
tools for patients to protect themselves
with the aid of a court. All may be filed at
the Lane County Circuit Court, 125 E. 8th
Avenue, in Eugene.
Physicians confronted with reports
of abuse, violence, or threats to commit
them have both mandatory duties
and the authority to breach patient
privacy protections in some cases.
Physicians (other than psychiatrists,
who have special rules) must report the
abuse or neglect of any child, elderly
person, person with a mental illness,
developmentally disabled person, or
resident of a long-term care facility to
the state. “Reasonable cause” does not
require certainty, but rather means that
the physician is aware of facts that would
lead a reasonable person to believe that
abuse has occurred. Most physicians
also have a duty to report impairments
that can impact the ability to drive to the
Department of Transportation. The law
provides immunity for good faith reports,
but failing to report can result in both
a fine and the possibility of licensure
action. When in doubt, report.
Physicians in Oregon may report
otherwise private information when
information obtained in the clinical
context reveals a threat to others.
Specifically, physicians may report
information that “indicates a clear
and immediate danger to others or to
society” (ORS 179.505(12)). This statute
does not alter potential liability for the
failure to warn of potentially dangerous
conduct, leaving the question unresolved

in Oregon. The authority to breach
confidentiality expressly only arises
when the threatened harm is clear and
immediate, not intangible
or indeterminate.
Honesty is the best policy when duty
to the patient conflicts with duty to the
state. “I am concerned that you are going
to hurt yourself or someone else,” is a
statement that all professionals should
practice, along with, “I am concerned for
your safety.” Similarly, a DHS or DMV
report should not generally be a secret
from the patient. These agencies do not
ask for your assistance in concealing their
investigations, and forthright disclosure
can prevent or reduce future conflict
with the patient. “State law requires me
to report this,” is another statement that
puts the responsibility back where it
arises – on the state.
Legislative Update
HJR 203 – Making healthcare a
fundamental right in the Oregon
Constitution – failed.
HB 4135 – Advance Directive
modernization – passed.
HB 4133 – Maternal Morbidity and
Mortality Committee – passed.
HB 4018 – CCO governance – passed.
HB 4005 – Pharmaceutical pricing
transparency – passed.
Tobacco Taxes/Safe Storage/Tort Caps –
no bills this session.
Those bills that passed have not yet been
signed by the governor, although I believe
that she has indicated
her support for each.
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Chart Notes
“The
osteopathic
principals are
to treat the
whole personmind, body,
and spirit,
and that the
body has
an inherent
propensity
to try to heal
itself. That
really aligned
with my
philosophy.”

Society Meeting
Future of Healthcare
Thursday, May 17th
Our May society event
will feature guest speakers
Patrick Allen, OHA
Director; Theodore Marmor,
PhD; and Kieke Okma,
PhD. They will each be
speaking on the future
of healthcare on a state,
national, and international
level respectively. Be
sure to take note of our

different location! We will
be at the Holiday Inn in
Springfield, 919 Kruse
Way. Please RSVP by
Friday, May 11 through
your email invitation or at
info@lcmedsociety.com or
give us a call at 541-6860995.
Meeting moved to Thursday
due to speaker availability.

– ORESTES GUTIERREZ, DO

CALLAHAN
WINS AWARD
Dr. Rob Callahan, with
Eugene Emergency
Physicians, was presented
with the 2018 Clinical
Teacher Recognition
Award at PeaceHealth’s
annual Medical Education
Faculty Recognition
Dinner on February 28.

63rd Annual LCMS
Golf Tournament

Registration is now open!! Join us on
Saturday, June 2 at Tokatee Golf Course!
Reserve your spot today!

NEWS

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Oregon Cancer
Foundation is taking
nominations for
their 2018 Swallows
of Hope Award until
April 2. Awards will be
given at their annual
Neighbors Helping
Neighbors with Cancer
Breakfast on May 8 at
Valley River Inn. For
more information, visit
OregonCancerFounda
tion.org/Nominate.
Bags of Love will
be hosting another
fundraiser at Mazzi’s
on Monday, April
16. Their flyer ensures
that a portion of your
bill will go toward
the organization,
and can be found
on their Facebook
page facebook.com/
BagsOfLoveEugene/.
The next Women’s
Circle meeting will
be April 18 at LCMS.
The May 10 meeting
will feature guest
speaker Dr. Patricia
Kullberg at PH Annex.
More details to come.
RSVP by May 7!
Mark your calendars
for the LCMS Wine
Social on August 19
at Stanton Vineyard!
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WHOLE HEART

Mindfulness SMART Retreat
BY KIANNA CABUCO

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS, LANE
COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Stress Management and Resilience
Training is a structured and scientifically
proven course investigating how our
brain creates habitual responses to what
we perceive and focus on. Amy Trezona’s
SMART retreat opens up ideas about
stress and what can be done to address it.
Here, she answers a few questions about
the retreat.
How can one practice mindfulness?
Learning about the brains’ built-in
negativity bias and ways in which to
challenge it, assists in decreasing stress
and increases the ability to see what works
well. Anything we do with intention and
attention can be a mindful practice. This
is challenging because we don’t really
understand how distracted we are. There
is so much vying for our attention-smart
phones, deadlines, news, community
needs, and family needs. When our focus
is pulled, we miss the moment and find
ourselves bracing or anticipating life rather
than living fully.
We begin by tuning into ourselvesbody, heart, mind-and seeing what’s there.
Inquiring into what we are experiencing in
our physical, mental, and emotional states,
we can learn self-regulation techniques.
These help us know what we are feeling,
thinking, and experiencing, and what that
means for us.
Our negative thoughts are a big cause
of our stress, and when we begin to pay
attention, in a conscious way, then we
can begin to challenge that thinking.
What role does judgement play
in stress?
We all have judging tendencies.
Our
brain
judges
aggressiveness,
likability, competence, trustworthiness,
attractiveness,
etcetora
within
30
milliseconds from the time we meet
somebody. When we know that we
have the predisposition to judge,
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we can learn to create a pause.
We can think, “I don’t know anything
about this other person, so why not suspend
my judgement for a minute and see what
else is here.”
We don’t only judge people, but also
things. Everything is changing all the time,
healthcare included. It’s changing rapidly
and it’s hard for us to adapt to change.
When something new is presented, we may
think, “Oh no, just another thing that I have
to do and learn.” What if we could suspend
that judgment for just a moment, and think
instead, “Here is something new. I’m not
sure yet how this will benefit myself, my
colleagues, or the staff, but I will stay open
until I learn a little bit more and gain a
clearer picture of what’s being asked of me.”
On the other side of the coin, being
asked to adapt to change is challenging
and disruptive. We can learn to have selfcompassion for our difficulties.
What are the benefits of your retreat?
Stress is a part of life. You can’t get rid of
it. Some folks say, “This is just the way it is,
so why try to do anything about it.”
When we begin to see that our
predisposition to see life is in this
threatening way-believing we have to be
on guard to get ahead, this frames our
whole world toward the negative. Learning
instead to see the way we respond to stress
is the key to self-awareness. It opens doors
for increased ease and contentment.
My background as an oncology nurse
has led me to find that people weren’t as
afraid of disease or dying, as much as not
having lived and not letting themselves be
happy. We are reacting to life-pushing
against or pulling away from the moment
we are living right now. When this happens,
we miss so much beauty and grace that is
everywhere. We can train our body, heart,
and mind to see the present and live in
alignment with our values.
The retreat focuses on attention training,
refining interpretations, and challenging
the negativity bias by incorporating
elements of mindfulness, reflection, shared
experience, and small-group learning. u

TESTIMONIALS
“If you’re looking to gain insight
to improve your health and obtain
the tools and resources you need in
order to reach that goal, then I highly
recommend any workshop offered
by Amy Trezona. I’ve taken two of
her courses and both have been life
changing. I’m living with the positive
results everyday.” -Jill Sager
“I can change the pattern of my
thinking by practicing more useful
and positive ways of interpreting situations.” -N. Rodakowski
“Stress is a lot more layered than I
thought. I have more insight into
my current thinking about others.”
-Cecelia Perry
“I feel very comfortable with Amy.
She is calm, warm and caring. She
puts everyone at ease.” -P. Wells
Amy’s next retreat will be held
in the Eugene area April 20-22,
2018 and is presented by Whole
Heart Communications. Learn
more at www.wholeheartcommunications.com. Registration
will be paid for LCMS members.

the

SAVE
DATE

Trillium University/Lane County Pain Guidance & Safety Alliance

Spring 2018 Provider Education Dinner Events
Presents:

Panel: Treatment and Recovery from Opiate Dependence

Tuesday, April 17, 6:00 PM- 8:30 PM
Facilitated by Lucy Zammerelli, M.A., CADC III

Valley River Inn

1000 Valley River Way, Eugene, OR • Dinner provided • For registration visit Eventbrite.com
This session features a panel of local treatment providers who accept patients with co-occurring pain and
addiction issues. The Panel features Serenity Lane, South Lane Mental Health, Willamette Family, and Lane
County Methadone. Explore treatment options for those with opiate dependence and chronic pain using
the American Society of Addiction Medicine protocols. Learn about a variety of services that can help your
patients achieve a functional life in their community.
Accreditation by Joint Providership of PeaceHealth Sacred Heart Medical Center, Lane County, the Board of Pharmacy and Trillium Community
Health Plan. 1.5 CME. Lucy Zammarelli declares she has no relevant financial disclosures.

For more information contact
Lucy Zammarelli
LZammarelli@trilliumchp.com

CONSULT
THE LOCAL
BANKING
SPECIALISTS
Stop by or give us a call today,
and we’ll make sure your prognosis
for success is an excellent one.

96 East Broadway in Eugene
541-684-7500 • www.SBKO.bank
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Living
MEMBER PROFILE

the

American
Dream
Dr. Gutierrez shares his journey to
his current quality of life and
pursuing his passions.

M

BY KIANNA CABUCO

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS, LANE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

y childhood dream was to go to the
NBA and be the Cuban Michael Jordan,”
says Dr. Orestes Gutierrez, who came
to the US from Cuba in 1980 at the age
of four. “When I realized short Cubans
who aren’t even six feet tall don’t make
it to the NBA, I decided that I wanted
to go to the Major Leagues. Cubans are
good at baseball! When the best I got
was being a pinch runner on my varsity
baseball team, I realized I needed to go to college.”
Gutierrez jokes that his parents would always tell the story that, as a child,
when asked what he wanted to be when he grew up, Gutierrez would say, “I want
to be a doctor.”

Dr. Gutierrez’s office
provides room for general
exams and osteopathic
manipulation.

MEMBER PROFILE
As the first in his family to go to
college, Gutierrez’s competitive spirit
and his interests in human anatomy
and physiology led him to pick a
difficult field of study. “Why stop at being
the first in my family to go to college?
I’ll just pick the toughest, most stressful,
hardest profession. I guess I got pretty
lucky,” he laughs.
Determined to Succeed
Approaching his office in the bright
teal blue Tamarack Building off Donald
Street, patients sometimes wonder if they
are truly going in for a doctor’s visit or a
yoga class. Inside, Gutierrez has a little
sitting area with supplies for coffee and
tea that he calls the “café room,” since he
doesn’t like to keep his patients waiting.
His wife, Pamela, does patient intake,
takes payments, and serves as the office
administrator in the next area. In his large
office/exam room, Dr. Gutierrez keeps two
tables-one for osteopathic manipulation
and one for general exams.
“Some people have misconceptions
about my practice,” he notes. “They think
I’m a boutique or concierge doctor, but I’m
in contract with all the major insurance
companies and Medicare. I practice
standard family medicine.”
Gutierrez served in the Navy for four
years after receiving a scholarship to
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complete medical school. While serving as
a general medical officer in Jacksonville,
Florida, he and Pam realized they had
options as to where to settle when his
service was finished.
“Eugene kept coming up as the place
for us,” he says. “We love the variety of
outdoor activities and the school system
here is much better than in Jacksonville.”
Before opening his private practice in
2012, Gutierrez worked with Springfield
Family Physicians for two years. “It was
a great experience,” he says, “but I felt it
was time to move on to my own private
practice. The move gave me the great
quality of life I have now.”
Gutierrez, his wife, and children, run
the entire medical office. They also
welcome medical students rotating
through the practice each month
for a family medicine or osteopathic
manipulative medicine rotation. As the
president of the Osteopathic Physicians
and Surgeons of Oregon and the regional
assistant dean of Pacific Northwest
University of Health Sciences, Gutierrez
says he is training the next generation of
osteopathic physicians.
He spends three hours every Monday
reviewing articles and medical cases with
10-15 medical students. “I like to see the
progression from the students’ third year
after they’ve finished their two years of
book learning, when they start the first
year of clinical practice,” Gutierrez says.
“Then, at the end of their fourth year,
watching how much more comfortable

they become with seeing patients and
establishing a differential diagnosis.”
Advantages of Time Flexibility
“I only work four days a week. During
the summer, it’s only three days a week
because I like to go camping,” he says.
“We have an RV, and we love to travel
all over the Northwest, including
California, Washington, and up and down
the Oregon Coast.” Gutierrez says he
and his family use this time to connect,
play dominoes, and share campfire
stories. “Even though teenagers can be
challenging,” he says of having children
who are 14, 15, and 18-years-old, “having a
loving family is very rewarding.”
His passion for writing led him to
write two books, called Three Steps
to Superior Health and L.O.V.E.S. The
Answer. He also keeps a blog with the
assistance of his older daughter.

L ive your truth because

knowledge is not enough

O ne presence and one power
V alidate when you meditate
E xperiences created by thought
S tartdust in everyone
LOVES represents the five principals
to keep you happy, healthy, and living
a long life.

MEMBER PROFILE
His main points include how
mindfulness, exercise, and nutrition can
affect your overall health.
Gutierrez follows his own advice
by practicing yoga and meditation to
help reduce stress. He and his family
have also followed a whole plant foodbased diet for 20 years.
His passion for competitive running is
most notable.
“I was on the Navy running team,” he
recalls, “and being in Tracktown USA, I get
to train with members of the Bowerman
and Oregon Track Clubs.”
As a competitive master’s runner,
Gutierrez not only competes regularly,
but he also won the Master’s Mile events
at the Oregon Twilight Meet and the
Portland Track Festival last year. His best
recorded mile time is 4:25.
This year, he plans to compete
again locally and to build up for the
World Masters Athletics Outdoor
Championships in Málaga, Spain where
he plans to compete in the 400 and 800

meter races.
“When I found out it was in Spain
this year, I thought we could turn it into
a European family vacation. We’ll spend
some time in London and Spain before
my events,” Gutierrez notes. “It’s fun to
be able to travel with the family and do
something that I’m passionate about.”
“Right now, when people look at my
life, they think it’s perfect, and I think
in fact, it is. The journey to get here was

challenging,” he says, “but I feel like I’m
living the American dream. I’m so lucky
that Pam and I have been able to carve
out this quality of life for ourselves.
My family is a very important part of my
life and my success, and I am thankful to
have their support.” u
Dr. Gutierrez will be on the LCMS Board of
Trustees beginning May 2018.

Opposite Page: Dr. Gutierrez
competed in the Cross Country
National Championship. He
says he enjoyed running longer
distances, but wants to give
shorter races a try; Gutierrez
and family visiting Yosemite.
Left: Gutierrez and family at
Yellowstone. One of their favorite
things to do as a family is take
their RV and go camping.
Photos on pg. 12-13 provided by
Dr. Gutierrez

Kev i n S i t t n e r, C PA M B A
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Serenity Lane’s residential
treatment center sits on
five beautiful acres
in Coburg.

TREATMENT TOOLS

Vision
for
Hope
Serenity Lane provides a live in
treatment facility to help participants
with long term recovery.

O

BY SHERIDAN KOWTA

FOR LANE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

ne thing I always try to explain to the
patient is: you are not a number; you’re not a
statistic,” says Nurse Practitioner Lindsay
Maghan. She is one of the first people patients
meet when they check into Serenity Lane.
Maghan greets them when they check into
detox, and conducts the history and physical.
“What we know about addiction is that the
more you put into your recovery, your chances
for relapse prevention are even greater.”
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TREATMENT TOOLS
Serenity Lane, a not-for-profit
treatment center for drug and alcohol
addiction, boasts a unique methodology,
pillared by education, intervention,
and innovative treatments. While the
statistics available on addiction and
relapse are perilously unreliable, Maghan
speaks from the perspective of personal
experience. “I’m actually an alumni,” says
Maghan. Just over eight years ago Maghan
was a patient herself. “That experience
prompted me to later decide that I needed
to work in addiction, and give back what
was given to me.”

“I had a lot of guilt and shame. I didn’t
really know how I was going to recover
from my addiction,” Maghan says. “The
first time I sat down with the physician
who treated me was the first time I really
had a sense of hope that I could recover.”
Remarkably, the physician who
treated Maghan was in recovery. While
generational care is not an explicit part
of Serenity Lane’s treatment practices,
attention to the individual is what makes
the treatment center singular. Each
recovery program is designed around the
person it is intended to help.
Serenity Lane’s medically assisted

“We’re trying to work on not just the
substance abuse disorder, but any other
addictive behaviors, and really address the
person as a whole.”
– LINDSAY MAGHAN

withdrawal and detox services prioritize
the patient’s comfort when they first
enroll. The program is headed by Dr. Eric
Geisler, who is board certified in addiction
medicine. “I’ve lead the organization in
increasing the use of medication-assisted
treatment,” says Geisler. “Including
buprenorphine as stabilizer in acute
opiate withdrawal and for chronic pain.”
Once out of detox, the patient is
transferred to residential care. The
center offers a variety of specialty groups
beyond the standard group therapy
model, from a health care professional
program, to a coping with trauma group,
and anger management. Recurring
family weekends add another element
to the holistic treatment approach. “We
emphasize family education because it’s
a family disease. It rarely only affects
the individual,” says Maghan. “We try to
address the specific areas people have
struggled with in their lives, and use
substances to self-medicate for.”
She and Geisler regularly appear in
groups as guest lecturers. They focus
on environmental factors, genetics, and
other driving forces of addiction that are
out of a patient’s control. “The purpose
of a lecture is to convince attendees that
addiction is a disease,” says Geisler. “I
strive to convince people that it’s a chronic,
progressive, relapsing, and potentially

fatal disease of the brain.”
The center has plans to expand these
tailored programs with the development
of a tobacco cessation program headed
by Maghan. She notes that it’s typical
for patients to have poly-substance use.
“We’re trying to work on not just the
substance abuse disorder, but any other
addictive behaviors, and really address the
person as a whole to work on those areas
where they have struggled,” says Maghan.

Counselors look for possible signs of
relapse while patients go through the
intensive outpatient program, which
consists of three-hour group therapy
sessions three days a week, with family
weekends and specialized groups
included. Out patients have a check-in
sheet where they evaluate themselves: are
they having cravings, how is work going,

Serenity Lane expands over five acres and has the capacity to house 130 participants who usually stay for about 28 days.
The small inspirational quilts above were donated, and different sayings are displayed throughout the facility.

TREATMENT TOOLS
what activities are they filling their time
with, what are their stress levels? These
metrics help the counselors “identify
anybody that might not otherwise let
people know that they’re struggling.”
“If there is a relapse, it doesn’t
equal treatment failure. It just means
that we need to do something different
with the plan of care to get back on
track,” says Maghan.
The path through Serenity Lane after
the initial detox, involves 28 days of
residential in patient care, followed by

ten weeks of intensive outpatient
program (IOP), then a two-year recovery
support plan—the Alumni Program.
Patients are encouraged to create their
own relapse prevention program where
they address potential triggers and how
to mitigate them. “As you watch a patient
go through the program—participating
and staying motivated—you see that
those patients really have a strong
foundation before they discharge.”
“Speaking as someone in long-term
recovery, I think what you see in people
that transition out of IOP is that it’s
a way of life. I still attend meetings,
and do alumni activities. I still have
a network of friends that are sober,”
Maghan says. Serenity Lane’s Alumni
Services reinforce the sober lifestyle. The
social network is maintained through
newsletters and community events, like
disc golf tournaments and beach clean
ups. “There are lots of ways to celebrate
being clean and sober.” u

1

Above: Lindsay Maghan was a patient at
Serenity Lane when it was still located near
the university district. She had such a good
experience with the program that she says
she wants “to give back what was given to
me years ago. After going through recovery
myself, I wanted to help patients as they go
through what I went through.”
Left: Gilbert Hall is Maghan’s favorite place
on the campus with its cozy fireplace and
seating nooks. The campus also has a gym,
cafeteria, and other communal areas.
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For qualified borrowers with excellent credit. PITIA (Principal, Interest, Taxes, Insurance, Assessments) reserves of 4-6 months are required, depending on loan
amount. Other restrictions apply.
2
Minimum down payment requirements vary by property type and location; ask for details.
3
If applicant’s employment does not commence until after closing, sufficient reserves to handle all debt obligations between closing and employment start date
+ 30 days must be verified.
4
Additional documentation is required.
Credit and collateral are subject to approval. Terms and conditions apply. This is not a commitment to lend. Programs, rates, terms and conditions are subject to
change without notice.
Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender. © 2017 Bank of America Corporation. ARWQWBD3 HL-112-AD 04-2017
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It’s so nice to have one person
throughout your entire claim,
who knows your story -- your personal story –
and its impact on you throughout the process.
It’s amazing to be treated like this.
Angela Chien, MD
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Kirkland, WA

Real People.
A Real Foundation.

phyi-foundation-Chein-8.5x11.indd 1

www.phyins.com (800) 962-1399
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TREATMENT TOOLS

Lane County Treatment Court
BY VANESSA SALVIA
FOR LANE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

There’s a dangerous downward spiral
of behavior attached to substance abuse.
For many users, it leads to criminal
activity, possibly homelessness, and
quite often, time in jail. The Lane
County Treatment Court program,
which began in 1994, attempts to help
people step off that spiral and get help,
get clean, and avoid jail. At the time of
its formation, the Lane County Adult
Treatment Court was only the 13th in
the nation. Now, there are more than
3,000 and the numbers are growing.
Lane County Circuit Court Judge
Ilisa Rooke-Ley has presided over
treatment court since 2014.
“People don’t just wake up one day
and decide to steal a credit card out
of someone’s mailbox or rob a bank,”
Rooke-Ley explains. “There was a whole
series of events that led to someone’s
criminal thinking.”
To qualify for treatment court, the
person will have committed a crime
related to a substance abuse disorder.
If the district attorney approves
someone for treatment court and the
person agrees to participate, they
are connected with a variety of
resources: health care, GED classes,
housing, SNAP benefits, parenting
resources, counseling. They must meet
with a probation officer on a regular
basis and to graduate, they must be

Judge Rooke-Ley sees multiple participants
each week as they go through the program.

substance-free, complete their GED if
they don’t have a high-school diploma,
and find and maintain a job or attend
school full time.
There’s nothing in Judge Rooke-Ley’s
personal background that prepared
her for treatment court, but she sees
its effectiveness every day. “We end up
holistically really healing the people,
and when people are healed, they
don’t commit crimes,” she says. “They’re
not doing the things that got them in
trouble in the first place because they’re
not driven by addiction.”
Rooke-Ley knows that many
participants in treatment court are
still using when they first start the
program. “The first four weeks, they
come to court every week until they
level up and can come less oftenhowever long that takes,” says RookeLey. “That’s the time it’s possible that
people are still using. As they progress,
they then set their appointments out
for two, three, or four weeks and after
that they graduate. They can’t move up
in court unless they are successful in
moving up in treatment.”
Since 1994, more than 1,600
people have completed treatment
and graduated. Lane County officials
say their program beats the national
average for recidivism and that 93
percent of all graduates between 2013
and 2015 remained crime-free for
at least two years after completing
treatment court. Last year, Lane
County received slightly more than
$1 million in state grant money to help
pay for the court through 2019.
In order to involve the medical
community, Rooke-Ley sent out a
letter to every medical provider in
Lane County letting them know that
participants were supposed to inform
their health care providers that
they’re in treatment and request
non-opiate medications. “What we have
learned is that if someone is in recovery
and they are prescribed an opiate of
any sort, that can trigger substance

abuse,” she explains.
Many medical providers now ask
their patients about gun safety, and
being in recovery needs to be a similar
common, normal conversation, she says.
The medical community is becoming
increasingly aware of the need for
non-opiate alternatives for pain
treatment, and insurance companies are
now more willing to pay for medically
assisted treatment (MAT), such as
methadone, Vivitrol or suboxone. More
users now have access to Narcan, a
device which delivers an opiate antidote
to be used in the case of overdose.
However, there is an extreme shortage
of providers locally and nationally
willing to prescribe these treatments,
Rooke-Ley says.

“We end up
holistically really
healing people, and
when people are
healed, they don’t
commit crimes.”
– JUDGE ROOKE-LEY

“Arming people with Narcan is a
short-term solution, but giving people
help to prevent the cravings to go out
and use heroin, to me is a far more
important piece,” Rooke-Ley says.
While the program is successful,
Rooke-Ley wishes there was more
involvement in the form of mentors. “It
would be really nice to have the support
of mentors to volunteer, sit in court,
support people,” she says. “We have a
vibrant recovery community here and
appreciate the support of people who
can offer a cup of coffee or a ride to the
Mission—this could be the one thing
that gives people hope.” All are welcome
in Lane County Treatment Court from
Tuesday through Friday at 9 a.m. at
Lane County Circuit Court. u
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Emerging From Addiction
BY SHERIDAN KOWTA

FOR LANE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

“I think labels matter. I think how
we describe people is really important,”
says Chris Wig, Program Director of
the Treatment Court Program at
Emergence: Addiction and Behavioral
Therapies. “When I talk about people
in our program, I don’t refer to them
as criminals or drug addicts, because
they’re not. These are people who are
in recovery, who are turning their lives
around-people who matter.”
Treatment Court offers its participants
a unique opportunity to intervene with
services and support before criminal
sentencing. “One of the things that makes
treatment courts work is the relationship
between the judge and the participants,”
Wig says. “For a lot of people, their
relationship with Judge Ilisa Rooke-Ley is
the first positive relationship that they’ve
had with an authority figure.”
At Emergence, participants work in
a collaborative program with substance
abuse providers and treatment court
officials to create an avenue out of the
cycle of crime. An interdisciplinary team
that consists of the participant’s probation
officer (PO), their defense attorney, a
prosecutor, the treatment court judge, and
the treatment provider works together to
help the participant.
Emergence provides all participants
with
an
individualized
cognitive
behavioral therapy program. It aims

Chris Wig shows the resources
participants have available to them from
housing to education.
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to reform law-breaking behavior into
pro-social behavior. It arms participants
with the tools they need to be contributing
members of their communities. Clients
participate in a number of activities
while completing the program, putting
their initiative and engagement at the
center of their recovery. They explore
their
own
ambivalence
through
motivation enhancement therapy (MET),
and learn new pro-social skills and
behaviors through role-playing and other
modeling activities.

“The whole point
of treatment court
is to keep people out
of prison.”
– CHRIS WIG

“We have a lesson called the ‘Bird of
a Feather Hypothesis,’” Wig explains. “If
you hang out with people who steal, do
drugs, and commit crimes, then you will
also do that. But if you go to recovery
support groups, hang out with people
who are clean and sober and in recovery—
people who are doing the right thing—you
will be more likely to do the right thing.”
In his experience, Wig finds that
participants want to live up to the positive
labels put on them while at Emergence.
In this way, Emergence is transformative.
The total program ranges from 12 to 18
months, with about a dozen participants
graduating every quarter.
Treatment from Emergence is
specific, and not for low-risk offenders. A
participant enrolls in the program from
three typical circumstances: conditional
discharge, condition of probation, or
downward departure. “A conditional
discharge means the participant can
have their conviction discharged if they
complete the program,” Wig remarks.

This “garden”
of gratitude
flowers is part
of an activity
participants do
to help push
past barriers
and instead,
promote
growth and
success.
“The whole point of treatment court is to
keep people out of prison.”
Wig sees the Treatment Court program
as a holistic approach of equal parts
treatment, resources, and skills required
for success. It’s an intensive regimen
of random urine tests, group therapy,
counseling, probation meetings, and court
appointments. “Our program is not easy,
and treatment court is not required—it’s
an opportunity.”
“I have a great deal of respect for our
participants. The people who come to
this program want to get clean,” Wig says.
“They want to be sober and they want to
change their lives.”
Beyond behavioral therapy, Emergence
works to help participants prepare for
what lies beyond treatment. Referrals to
GED courses are available, since having
a GED is a requirement for graduation.
There are also volunteer opportunities,
housing resources, and assistance with
job searches. “I think that’s one of the
keys to why our program is successful,”
Wig explains. “It’s not just: come here,
learn about drugs and alcohol, and then
you’re on your own. The whole program
embraces the individual and builds them
up for when they’re ready to graduate.”
“People who are in recovery have
families, and loved ones. They have the
potential to make a great difference in
our community,” Wig says, touching again
on his theory about the importance of
labels. “We see our best and worst selves
depending on the story.” u

Divorce is difficult
Mediation Northwest offers
a more compassionate divorce process.
We show a clear path forward
where you control the outcome and the cost.
We always put children first
in the mediation process.
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JULIE GENTILI ARMBRUST,
ATTORNEY-MEDIATOR

(541) 484-1200

911 Country Club Road, Suite 290, Eugene • www.MediationNorthwest.com

BURNOUT TO BALANCE

Emotions: Friend or Foe
BY SHANNON O’LEARY
EXECUTIVE COACH

In the fast-paced, no nonsense world
of today’s medicine, there doesn’t seem
to be room for emotions. Hyper-efficient,
technically savvy medical care is still
prized over all else.
And yet, the doctor-patient interaction
is still primarily a human one. And when
humans connect, emotions by necessity
weave an underlying network. “Cognition
and emotion are inseparable,” says Jerome
Groopman, MD, author of How Doctors
Think. “The two mix in every encounter
with every patient.”
Understanding the positive and
negative influence of emotions in the
doctor-patient interaction is a crucial
element in maximizing the quality of
medical care, according to Danielle Ofri,

MD, author of What Doctors Feel: How
Emotions Affect the Practice of Medicine.
Learning to recognize and navigate
the emotional currents is a critical tool
providing high quality patient care.
The most distant, aloof doctor is
subject to the same flood of emotions as
the most touchy-feely one. How doctors
choose-or don’t choose-to notice and
process these emotions vary greatly. It
obviously affects the patient, but has
surprising consequences for the overall
well-being of the doctor.
Do emotions in the workplace matter?
Scientists have conducted thousands
of research studies on the impact of
emotions in the workplace. How a
management team feels is a useful
indicator and predictor of organizational
performance. A positive, common

emotional outlook increases earnings by
4-6%. Positive groups show much less
conflict and much more cooperation than
negative mood counterparts. In general,
emotions at work influence judgment, job
satisfaction, helping behavior, creative
problem solving, and decision making.
According to Yale Professor of
Psychology Peter Salovey, who introduced
the concept of emotional intelligence to
psychology and Management Psychologist
David Caruso, Ph.D, five key principles of
emotional intelligence are:
1. Emotions are information.
2. We can try to ignore emotion, but it
doesn’t work.
3. We can try to hide emotions, but we’re
not that good at it.
4. Decisions must incorporate emotion to
be effective.
5. Emotions follow logical patterns.

How much is
your time worth?
It depends who you ask.
We’ll make sure
every second
counts.

Professional Banking
with solutions built
around you.
Tailored financial advice
and financial solutions for
every need.

For details, call 1-800-305-1905
or visit columbiabank.com/wealth-management.
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Member FDIC.

BURNOUT TO BALANCE
The emotion centers of the brain,
they argue, are not relegated to a
secondary place in our thinking and
reasoning, but instead are an integral
part of what it means to think, reason,
and to be intelligent.
Emotions contain data about you
and your world. It occurs due to some
factor that is important to you and
helps to motivate and guide you to
success. Emotions are signals that can
help you out of a tough situation, prevent
something bad from happening, or bring
about a positive outcome. Emotions
prepare you for action. An emotion
quickly dissipates, it helps you cope,
survive, and thrive in your world.
Experience it and learn from it.
Our desires to protect ourselves from
emotions or to engage in purely rational
pursuits in the workplace can end up in
decision-making failures and create an
atmosphere of mistrust. Employees are
explicitly taught to put on a happy face.

Emotional labor, trying to display the
emotions that the employer demands,
and surface acting, when you feel one
way but don’t show the true, underlying
feeling, have been linked to performance
burnout and job turnover. Emotions
make us truly human and undergird
rationality, and, as such, emotions need
to be welcomed, embraced, understood,
and put to good use.
How to Leverage Emotions
Positive emotions tend to open us up
to our environment for exploration and
discovery. They expand our thinking,
help generate new ideas, encourage us to
consider possibilities, and dare us to be
different. They enlarge our repertoire of
behaviors and promote social bonds and
stronger social networks.
Negative emotions have their place too.
They provide a clearer focus, allow details
to be examined more efficiently, motivate
a more efficient search for errors, and

can call us to change what we are doing
or thinking. They narrow our field of
attention and perception, and motivate us
to act in certain ways.
Acting On, Not Reacting to Emotions
In order to tap into the power of
your emotions, without the charge,
process the underlying information,
as well as the emotional component of
the situation without suppressing the
feeling. Look at the issues but attempt
to reframe them in a more constructive
and adaptive way.
Experience the
emotion and then use the power of that
emotion as a springboard to a successful,
productive outcome. Combine logical
information with the emotional data to
make an optimal decision.
Making friends with our emotions
inform our decisions, enrich our life
experiences, and connect us to our
vitality. It’s like going from black and
white to color. u

Fiduciaries Creating
Customized Solutions
Serving as trusted advisers to Lane County families
and institutions for nearly 50 years.

541-762-0300

www.sapientpwm.com

101 E Broadway, Suite 480
Eugene, OR 97401
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Getting to know you and what you care most
about — planning for college, taking care of an
elder family member, passing a legacy to future
generations, buying a second home — is so important.
Once we understand your priorities, together, we can
help you pursue the goals you’ve set for yourself and
your family. Call to learn more today.

Collis Wealth Management
Randall J. Collis, CIMA®
Senior Vice President
Wealth Management Advisor
NMLS#: 590130

The center of your financial life
is all in the family
Let us help you connect your financial goals to what matters most

Life’s better when we’re connected®

541.342.5634 • randall_collis@ml.com
Casey McCright, CFP ®, CRPC®
Vice President
Wealth Management Advisor
NMLS#: 590181
541.342.5650 • casey.mccright@ml.com
Merrill Lynch
800 Willamette Street, Suite 650
Eugene, OR 97401
541.342.5600 • fa.ml.com/collis_group

Merrill Lynch Wealth Management makes available products and services offered by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, a registered broker-dealer and
Member SIPC, and other subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation.
Banking products are provided by Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks, Members FDIC and wholly owned subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation.
Investment products: Are Not FDIC Insured Are Not Bank Guaranteed May Lose Value
The Bull Symbol, Life’s better when we’re connected and Merrill Lynch are trademarks of Bank of America Corporation.
CIMA® is a registered certification mark of Investment Management Consultants Association, Inc. Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks
CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and CFP® in the U.S. CRPC® is a registered service mark of The College for Financial Planning.
© 2017 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved. | AR3L835S | AD-07-17-0261 | 471089PM-0117 | 07/2017
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Event Recap!

EVENTS

Thank you to all who joined us.

LCMS welcomed UCSF integrative oncologist Dr. Donald Abrams to speak about
marijuana as medicine on March 8. The well-attended talk addressed clinicians’ concerns
about the evidence for the “off-label use of an illicit substance,” as Dr. Abrams described it.
He described strong evidence for the use of marijuana to produce modest effects in adults
with chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting as an antiemetic; in adults with chronic pain
for reduction in symptoms; and in adults with multiple sclerosis related spasticity for short
term relief of spasticity symptoms. Dr. Abrams felt that there was inadequate evidence to
assess its utility for other symptoms. The strongest evidence available substantiated risks for
starting cannabis at a young age for problematic use later, for reduced birth weight in pregnant
women, and for breathing problems with long term use. In terms of overall safety, Dr. Abrams
found no deaths related to overdose, and an addictive potential and withdrawal syndrome less
than or equal to caffeine.
The complexity of cannabis and limitations on research make further conclusions difficult.
Regarding cannabidiol (CBD) and delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) ratios, often present
in advertising, Dr. Abrams found no evidence for the effects of varying the ratio of these
substances in the scientific literature regarding treatment of medical disorders. However,
a ratio of 8:1 CBD:THC did attenuate the THC-induced effects of consumption. He
recommended caution on the effects of oral consumption, as peak plasma rates of THC occur
1-6 hours after ingestion with a terminal half-life of 20-30 hours. By comparison, peak THC
levels for smoking are reached by the end of smoking and decline rapidly over 30 minutes. In
other words, patients will sometimes overconsume when first sampling edibles, as they expect
a quicker onset of symptoms.
Dr. Abrams thoughtfully provided a copy of his slides and allowed us to record his
presentation. E-mail info@lcmedsociety.com for a copy.
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NEWS

Announcements
New Members
Henry Elder, MD
Psychiatry
Applegate Medical
Associates
689 E 19th Ave
Eugene, OR 97401
P: 541-868-1876
F: 541-868-1902

In Remembrance
Glenn Gordon, MD
1924-2018
Dr. Gordon passed
away on February
11, 2018. He was a
longtime member of
LCMS and a valuable member
of our community. Here are
a few highlights of his
medical career.
He earned his medical degree
from the University of Texas
Medical School, Galveston
in 1946. He completed his
internship at the U.S. Public
Health Service hospital on

Classified
Advertising
CUSTOM SUNRIVER
HOME: 3 BR, 3 BA, den
with Q futon + sleep/
play loft. Sleeps 8-10. 4
flat screen TVs, 2 DVD
players, Wi-Fi, new gas
cooktop, gas barbeque,
fireplace, bikes, 2 car
garage, hot tub, private
setting by Nat’l forest.
$195 + cleaning. No
smoking. Call Berkmans
– 541-686-8798.

Staten Island. He completed
a residency in general surgery
there, as well as a fellowship in
thoracic surgery, finishing
in 1954.
He moved to Eugene in 1955
and joined the surgical practice
of Les Edblom and Julius
Hessell, where he practiced
general and thoracic surgery
from 1955 until 1986, when he
retired… sort of.
His overseas experiences
volunteering in Vietnam and
Liberia inspired him to practice
surgery for another 25 years!
During that time, he practiced
throughout the world, teaching
and practicing surgery in a
multitude of places including
Tanzania, Zimbabwe and
Malawi, Swaziland, Shiprock,
New Mexico and Alaska.
He also spent time at the
University of Oregon Student
Health Service, and was
a longtime consultant at
Volunteers in Medicine.
He completely retired in 2011

FOR LEASE or SALE:
HUGE PRICE
REDUCTION!
Class A Medical
Office Space; 1435
G Street, Springfield,
OR; Approx. 12,239 sf
next door to McKenzie
Willamette Hospital in
Springfield, OR.
Sale Price: $2,975,000
Lease Rate: $19.80/
sf, nnn; Contact:
Stephanie@eebcre.com
or (541) 345-4860

at the age of 86! Recently, at
the age of 91, he testified at
an AMA meeting in an effort
to change the organization’s
stance on end of life issues.
A quote from his family seems
to sum up his nature, “… he
viewed the whole world as his
community and felt a deep
obligation to serve it. Helping
others gave his life meaning
and purpose.”
Dr. Gordon’s celebration of
life will be held on April 15, at 2
pm at the Central Presbyterian
Church in Eugene.

Events
Upcoming Women’s Circle
meetings include April 18
at LCMS and May 10 at PH
Annex, 353 Deadmond Ferry
Rd., Springfield with guest
speaker Dr. Patricia Kullberg,
former Medical Director of
Multnomah County Health
Department. Dr. Kullberg
will be discussing her book,

LEASE SPACE
AVAILABLE: Beautiful
new building designed
by TBG architecture
for lease. Available for
occupancy October
2018. Cornerstone
entrance to Crescent
Village (SE corner of
Crescent Ave. and
Shadowview). Suites
from 2,000-3,500 sq ft.
For details, contact Terri
Baarstad at 541-510-1332
or tbaarstad@gmail.com.

On the Ragged Edge of
Medicine. RSVP by Monday,
May 7 at info@lcmedsociety.
com or 541-686-0995.
Save the date for our
63rd annual LCMS golf
tournament on Saturday,
June 2 at Tokatee Golf
Course! Beginners and
seasoned players welcome!
Registration is now open
and includes 18 holes of golf,
breakfast, and lunch!
Our society wine social is
planned for August 19 at
Stanton Vineyard. Be sure
to save the date! More details
to come!

LET US
KNOW!
If you or a colleague
has earned an award,
given an incredible
speech, or participated
in a community event,
such as a fundraiser or
fun run, let us know!
We want to share your
accomplishments!
Contact
kianna@lcmedsociety.
com or info@
lcmedsociety.com

FOLLOW US
ON:
Facebook
@ Lane County Medical Society
Instagram
@lanecountymedsociety
Twitter
@lanecmedsociety
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EXPECT THE BEST.

When it comes to brain and spine surgery, you
deserve the best. The world-class team at Oregon
Neurosurgery offers the full-range of brain and
spine surgical services, including pain management
When it comes to brain and spine surgery, you deserve the
highly
specialists
When options.
it comes Our
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andtrained
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youuse
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best. The world-class team at Oregon Neurosurgery offers
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invasive
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the full-range of brain and spine surgical services, including
technology to provide the best possible outcomes
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minimally
and innovative
technology to
provideinvasive
the besttechniques
possible outcomes
for our patients.

Learn
more
at oregonneurosurgery.com
provide
the best
possible
outcomes for our patients.
Learn more at oregonneurosurgery.com

Learn more at oregonneurosurgery.com

3355 RiverBend Drive, Suite 400
Springfield, OR 97477
541.686.8353 / 800.924.8353

Andrew
J. Kokkino, M.D. | Daniel Hutton, D.O. | Neil E. Roundy, M.D. | Chrisopher Bilbao, D.O. | Peter Kosek, M.D.
Andrew J. Kokkino, M.D. | Daniel Hutton, D.O. | Neil E. Roundy, M.D. | Chrisopher Bilbao, D.O. | Peter Kosek, M.D.

3355 RiverBend
Drive,
Suite
400 Springfield,
OR 97477
Phone:
541-686-8353/800-924-8353
| oregonneurosurgery.com
Andrew
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| Daniel
Hutton, D.O.
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Roundy,
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3355 RiverBend Drive, Suite 400 Springfield, OR 97477 | Phone: 541-686-8353/800-924-8353 | oregonneurosurgery.com
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Pictured: Ramakota Reddy, MD, cardiac electrophysiologist with Oregon Cardiology

Lane’s Heart Rhythm Headquarters
Patients who have heart rhythm disorders require
uncommon levels of medical expertise and institutional
coordination and commitment. That is why patients
who have arrhythmias, and their referring physicians,
choose Oregon Heart & Vascular Institute.
For more than 25 years, we have diagnosed and
treated patients who have the most complex heart
rhythm conditions, often referred to us by other
hospitals in the region. As the leader, we commit to
delivering tightly knit team based care, seasoned
and exceptional electrophysiologists and advanced
treatment therapies.

Highlights
 The first in Oregon to introduce Cryoablations,
in addition to Radiofrequency Ablation for the
treatment of atrial fibrillation, ensuring access to
the latest ablation modalities for patients
 Employing 3D Mapping in our electrophysiology
lab, which reduces radiation exposure to patients
by 80% to 90% on average per case
 The first in Oregon, outside of Portland, to
pioneer the implantation of a Micra pacemaker
device, which is currently the world’s
smallest pacemaker

For arrhythmia consultations, please call us at 541-484-4332.

peacehealth.org/ohvi

